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About the fraudulent  
and sterile research on the origins  
of Christianity. 
(Corrected and enlarged version) 
________________________________ 
By Eliseo Ferrer 
 

 
 

our months ago, I opened a forum for discussion and debate on Academia.edu 

about the influence that theology (and its dogmas and preconceived ideas) 

continues to exert on historical research on the origins of Christianity. In other 

words, I proposed to assess the enormous errors that a large part of the researchers in this 

specialty have maintained in the last decades of the last century and continue to maintain 

in the 21st century, due to their chaining to ideologies derived from ecclesiastical 

positions (Catholics or Lutherans). Of course, I was not referring only to the positions of 

Catholic or Protestant historians, mediated by their beliefs (which not all are, it must be 

recognized. Cf. Alfred Loisy, Wilhelm Bousset, Rudolf Bultmann, Jean Daniélou, Daniel 

Ruiz Bueno, Alejandro Díez Macho, Antonio Orbe, Franz Joseph Dölger, Raimon 

Panikkar or the same Jacinto Choza, etc.), but to many historians also that they call 

themselves agnostics or atheists, but whose research continues to be dominated and tied 

(unbeknownst to them) to theology and ideologies derived from the secular Church 

positions. 

By opening this discussion forum, I did not intend anything other than an 

approximation and a mere assessment of the state of the matter among experts and 

professors from all over the world: a mere approach to the positions of an issue that I 

consider very important and of great interest. The text that I proposed as the basis for the 

debate was: «Myth, ritual and meaning of the Sacrifice of the Sacred King. The archaic 

origins of the Christian myth», which is among the articles I have published on 

Academia, Linkedin and other social networks; and that it was not, at first, more than a 
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remote reference to the true "heart of the matter", as an Argentine specialist rightly 

pointed out. 

But the debate was radically transformed and we reached that “heart of the matter” 

when I published (in response to the objections expressed in the forum) the text that I 

publish under these lines: “Dodecalogue of errors and nonsense. Regarding the 

fraudulent and sterile investigations into the origins of Christianity». 

As the basic text of the discussion was published in Spanish and English, I have to 

admit that the forum was a success that far exceeded my modest initial expectations. 

There were more than four hundred readers and more than fifty active participants. In 

such a way that, after this experience (and also as a continuation of my article on the 

Piñero-Gatell debate around the figure of Jesus), I want to reopen this forum in 

Academia.edu, but not with the initial base text (which I must admit was a bit far from 

the problem raised), but with the text that I propose to Linkedin friends under these lines. 

 

Dodecalogue of errors and nonsense. 

REGARDING THE FRAUDULENT AND STERILE 
INVESTIGATIONS ON THE ORIGINS OF CHRISTIANITY. 

 © Eliseo Ferrer. (From a materialist anthropology). 

 believe that the secular influence of the theology and dogmatics of the Church 

(inherited, to a large extent, by the Lutheran reformers), as well as the ideology 

generated over eighteen centuries on the substratum of the New Testament, have led 

and They continue to lead in the XXI century to great errors of study and interpretation 

of the origins of Christianity. I present a twelve-point list of the errors that I consider the 

most important, and that surprise me the most and call my attention. 

 

1) Interpret the letters attributed to the figure of Paul of Tarsus from the theology and 

from texts edited and manipulated by the Church (with their corrections, interpolations 

and amendments) at the end of the second century; and not from a broader vision that 

starts at the base and the beginning. That is, framing this epistolary within a historical 

vision that must begin (diachronically speaking) with the Christianity of Marcion1 and 

with the Christianity of the Gnostic teachers (Menandro the Gnostic, Cerinto, 

Carpocrates, Valentin, Teodoto, Basilides, Ptolemy, etc.),2 for whom Paul of Tarsus was 

neither more nor less than «the Apostle of the Resurrection».3 For the death and 

resurrection of the Messiah-Christ, in Paul, were nothing other than the allegorical 

account of the annihilation and death of the Spirit, executed by the archons of this world 

 
1 Cf. Adolf Von Harnack. Das Evangelium vom fremden Gott. Leipzig, 1924. 
2 Ireneo de Lyon. Adversus haereses. On Line Edition of the Biblioteca Electrónica Cristiana. 
3 Elaine Pagels. El Pablo gnóstico. Exégesis gnóstica de las cartas paulinas. Barcelona, 2012. p. 32. 
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(lords of cosmic matter), and the awakening to the Wisdom and identity with Christ, to 

the  faith in the resurrection of the Spirit of God (pagan mystery and protognosticism).4 

Everyone should know that, written in Greek, the letters predated the gospels (also 

written in Greek), and, as we know them today, they arrived late: several decades after 

being exhibited and interpreted by the heresiarch Marcion and by the Gnostic masters. 

Firstly, Jewish mysticism and protognosticism happened; then came the interpretations 

and dogmas of ecclesiastics...5 The Church was not born in the Gospel of Matthew (as 

pious legend tells), but after a ruthless struggle of certain "Judaizing" bishops with 

textual allegorism, with Christianity of Marcion and with the Christianity of the Gnostic 

masters.6 And I say “Judaizers”, because the bishops of Irenaeus needed their own 

ideology to disguise their genuinely Gnostic theology (A. Orbe)7 and, through a late 

revisionism, to get rid of Marcion and the Platonic intellectual hegemonism of 

Gnosticism. And whoever does not understand the foundations of Christianity as a 

constructivist process of texts and ideology based on the sapiential and apocalyptic 

tradition, and inspired by the Book of Daniel;8 who does not understand the birth of the 

Church as a ruthless struggle of sects and ideological and power interests (as something 

completely alien to the pious legends of "Acts of the Apostles")9 you will understand 

absolutely nothing about all these matters. 

 

 2) Considering the three Synoptic Gospels as biographies of Jesus Christ (or of Jesus, as 

they say in these times) is another of the enormous errors of the so-called contemporary 

research; something that many researchers claim without any foundation.10 In general 

terms, these points of view fit into the consideration of these three texts as a historical 

chronicle of Judea in the first century: a more or less successful account of the Herodian 

history. 

 

3) Another of the most important errors derives from the inability (and ignorance) to 

understand that the gospels (in a broad sense, which includes canonicals and gnostics) 

are midrashic literature (Midrash-Pésher): allegorical and symbolic texts inspired by 

scriptural motifs that imply, at least, two different levels of reading.11 A literature 

developed, originally, against the background of the archetypes of apocalyptic ideology 

(revelation, kingdom of God, heavenly judge, final judgment, resurrection of the dead, 

etc.) in transition, after the destruction of the Temple of Jerusalem, the year 70, to a pre-

Pauline and Pauline-based protognosticism (revealer, descent of the Spirit-Son of God, 

salvation, return to heaven, etc.).12 A protognosticism filtered finally from Pauline 

 
4 Rudolf Bultmann. Teología del Nuevo Testamento. Salamanca, 1981. p. 356. 
5 Cf. Antonio Orbe. Cristología gnóstica. Introducción a la soteriología de los siglos II y III. Vol. I. Madrid, 1976. 
6 Eliseo Ferrer. Sacrificio y drama del Rey Sagrado. «El Cristo de servidumbre de la Iglesia». Madrid, 2021. pp. 727-
760. 
7 Op. Cit. Sacrificio… «El revisionismo gnóstico de los obispos romanos». pp. 571-593. Cf. Op. Cit. Antonio Orbe. 
8 Op. Cit. Sacrificio… 416-418. Y «Trasfondo apocalíptico del Nuevo Testamento». pp. 457-462. 
9 Op. Cit. Sacrificio… «Valentinianos y judaizantes en el seno de la iglesia de Roma» y «Marción y los fundamentos 
de la Iglesia Católica». pp. 731-739. 
10 Eliseo Ferrer. ¿Misteriosofia paulina o mercadotecnia? Una crítica de las falacias, tópicos y prejuicios más 
comunes sobre los evangelios, el pecado, el alma y la carne. On Line Ediction. p. 9. 
11 Mircea Eliade. Mito y realidad. Barcelona, 1991. pp. 171-174. E. Ferrer. Sacrificio… «Historización y narración de 
los mitos judíos». pp.571-594. Y E. Ferrer. ¿Misteriosofia paulina o mercadotecnia? pp. 10-14 
12 Cf. Robert M. Grant. La gnose et les origines chrétiennes. Paris. 1964. Original on English: Gnosticism and early 
Christianity. New York, 1959. And Jean Daniélou. Teología del judeocrstianismo. Madrid, 2004. 
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mystery,13 which, imbued with Platonism, led certain sectarian Jews from apocalyptic 

literature to the Christian Gnosticism of the late first century and the second and third 

centuries, with a Savior who died and rose from the dead. 

 

 4) …Not understanding that the synoptic gospels (in an emic sense) were nothing more 

than the story of the myth of the descent to earth and the incarnation of the Spirit, in the 

broadest sense of protognosticism and Christian gnosticism.14 That is to say, the late 

Platonic account of the descent of the soul to the sensible world, which died or was 

annihilated, imprisoned and nailed to matter (wood), under the salvific expectation of the 

resurrection and the final ascent to heaven. In a mythical sense, we can speak of the 

descent of the Offspring of Good (Platonic) or of the Son of God-Wisdom, however we 

want to call it. 

In this context, Paul of Tarsus merged in his epistles the ideologies of apocalyptic and 

Christian protognosticism with the mystery ideology of death and resurrection of the 

divinity (R. Bultmann),15 thus offering the doctrinal basis of the gospels. 

 

 5) … Not understanding, as recognized by the great Raimundo Panikkar (whom I have 

always admired, despite the great differences (materialism vs. mysticism)… Not 

understanding, he said, that, in Christianity, «first was the Word (the Logos) and later 

came the flesh».16 This is something evident in the Pauline letters, in Christian 

Gnosticism and in the fourth gospel. And it also appears in a manifest way, although not 

in an evident way, in the three synoptic gospels. The big affair in these three (synoptic) 

texts is, above all, the descent of the Spirit (the Son of God), who descends, as a revealer 

(like the Zoroastrian saviors and the central figure of the Gnostic myth), to save sleeping 

men (dead) and prisoners of matter; in such a way that the resurrection (awakening) will 

be the reward of the “chosen” and those privileged by divine “grace.” In the Gospel of 

Mark, the Spirit descends into the Jordan in his first lines. And the gospels of Mateo and 

Lucas present like base the myth of the incarnation of the Spirit, and not another thing. 

 

 6) …Not understanding or knowing absolutely nothing, beyond the dogmas of theology, 

of the myth of the incarnation of the Spirit-Wisdom-Son of God.17 That is, not knowing 

the platonic component of the phenomenon and not knowing what the myth of the 

incarnation of the Spirit (or of the incarnation of the Son of God) is from an 

anthropological (and historical), materialistic, naturalistic or positivist point of view. 

For this reason, I must make it clear that it was not Christ who became incarnate in 

Jesus of Nazareth, as many pious catechists and uninformed teachers affirm. Nor did 

they carry on the aching backs of "a rebellious Galilean" (Jesus) the heavy burden of 

theology, as many third- and fourth-rate historians believe. In an emic sense, what the 

evangelical texts relate is the incarnation of the Spirit-Wisdom-Son of God in the double 

 
13 R. Bultmann. Op. Cit. p. 356. 
14 E. Ferrer. Sacrificio… «El mito gnóstico del descenso del Cristo Salvador a la tierra». pp.708-714. 
15 References 4 and 13. 
16 Raimon Panikkar. El Cristo desconocido del hinduismo. Para una cristofanía ecuménica. Madrid, 1994. pp. 
172,173. 
17 Joseph Campbell. Las máscaras de Dios. Vol. III. Madrid, 1999. Mitología Occidental. p. 394. Y E. Ferrer. Sacrificio… 
«De la Memra al Logos. O cómo el Verbo se hizo carne». pp. 431-436. 
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Jewish figure of Jesus-Joshua/Messiah-Christós; through whose mythical narration the 

Son of God became man. Although, in an etic sense, and as I have repeated on countless 

occasions, we must recognize the allegorical and symbolic character of the texts; who, 

beyond the literal reading (the Son of God becomes Man) and in a deeper reading, 

transport us to the Gnostic idea of the divine component (the spark of light) within 

human carnality.18 As Joseph Campbell rightly said, «God did not become a Man, nor 

did he divinize and adopt a human being; because that man, the world itself, knew itself 

to be divine; from whose anthropological experience derived a field of inexhaustible 

spiritual depth».19 Here is the secret and the basis of the myth of the incarnation of the 

divinity. 

Everything is very clear in the philosophy-theology (mythology) of Protognosticism 

and Christian Gnosticism, basis of the Christianity of the Church.20 Everything is dark, 

convoluted and confused in the dogmatics of the Catholic bishops. 

 

 7) …Not understanding, or not wanting to understand, that the Redemptorist ideology of 

the forgiveness of sins due to the monstrosity of the spilled blood, the suffering and the 

humiliation of the Suffering Servant, or the Lamb of God, was something really late, 

from the end of from the second century and the third century (I stick to the work of 

Rudolf Bultmann, whom fashion and the ideologies of ecclesiastical and academic power 

have condemned to the silence of the catacombs).21 The forgiveness of sins and 

redemption by blood was something much later than the mysteries and the 

protognosticism of Paul of Tarsus, and also later than the primitive Christian Gnosticism, 

where death and resurrection meant things very different from those interpreted by the 

bishops of the Church after Irenaeus. It goes without saying that the notion of "Vicarious 

Satisfaction" was raised, for the first time, by Irenaeus of Lyons, at the end of the second 

century; and it was not developed until San Anselmo, in the eleventh century,22 the date 

on which, according to specialists in religious iconography, the first crucifixes appeared 

with the suffering Christ and his head tilted to one side.23 

 

8) Consequently, ignoring all the above aspects, some so-called historians insist, time 

and time again, on the gargantuan methodological error that supposes separating «the 

Christ of faith» and «the historical Jesus». An arbitrary and capricious separation that, 

clearly, entails a petition of principle (petitio principii); because we know for sure what 

"the Christ of Faith" is or was (the Spirit of God, the Son of the Most High, etc.), but no 

one knows, beyond the dogmas of the Church, what was "the historical Jesus" or the 

human component of the divinity. I understand that only from the influence of theology 

 
18 E. Ferrer. Sacrificio… «El mandato de Delfos y el descubrimiento del dios interior». pp. 697-701. 
19 J. Campbell. Cita 17. 
20 Ernst Käsemann. Ensayos exegéticos. Salamanca, 1978. pp. 71-121. Ernst Lohmeyer. Kyrios Jesus. Eine 
Untersuchung zu Phil. 2.5-11. Darmstadt, 1961. Marcel Simon. Les premiers chrétiens. Paris, 1952. p. 46. Daniel 
Boyarin. Espacios fronterizos. Judaísmo y cristianismo en la Antigüedad tardía. Madrid, 2013. pp. 209-211. And A. 
Orbe. Reference 5. 
21 R. Bultmann. Op. Cit. 70,71. 
22 Online Catholic Encyclopedia. Doctrine of the atonement. Ecwiki. 
23 Paul Thoby. Le crucifix des origines au Concile du Trente. Étude iconographique. Nantes, 1959. p. 9. Cf. Jacobo de 
la Vorágine. La leyenda dorada. Madrid, 1982. 2 Vols. 
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or from the ideology that the Church has distilled over eighteen centuries, can such 

methodological barbarity be proposed. 

I have repeated it countless times… The first reference to the humanization of the 

myth is very late, around the year one hundred and forty, in the Acts of the Apostles,24 a 

work of ecclesiastical propaganda of very dubious historicity. And then Justin Martyr, 

right in the middle of the second century, who spoke of a "crucified teacher."25 

Subsequently, the conciliar theology conceived of Jesus Christ as "true god and man",26 

but this is a matter that does not concern scientific research. 

In such a way that what exists, historically speaking, is the Son of God or the Spirit 

carnalized in matter: that is, Jesus Christ... I am particularly repulsed by the question that 

asks about the existence or non-existence of Jesus; but I am still much more repelled by 

the answer in both directions. Those who formulate this type of questions highlight, very 

clearly, the ignorant condition of the «Jesusology» they practice (positive or negative) 

and their absolute ignorance of the philosophy of culture, myths and mythology. The 

sciences (including textual criticism and critical history) elaborate concepts on the basis 

of hypotheses that are or must be verified or demonstrated, not on beliefs, conjectures or 

occurrences. And it happens, on many occasions, that in the universities of the 21st 

century the hypotheses in this field of research on the origins of Christianity are being 

left aside and are still being replaced by preconceived ideas and beliefs. Example: the 

theological idea of a human Jesus... Of course, I do not deny that there are researchers 

who, in good faith, start from the field of hypotheses, but are at the same time sure (and 

here is the trap) that they are going to prove them with a a quote from Josephus and 

another from Tacitus that does not speak of Jesus but of Christ... But, far, far from 

verifying the proposed hypotheses, what they do is feed-back the preconceived idea of 

theology, which in turn feeds religious belief. Needless to say, those who practice this 

kind of methodological trap, among them many agnostic and atheist university students, 

offer a highly attractive (but unscientific) discourse among many bona fide readers and 

listeners who constitute a perfectly fertile ground from childhood for the reception of 

these types of messages. This is the vicious circle (the hermeneutical circle) in which this 

fanciful apocryphal literature unfolds (for or against) that I call "Jesusology." 

Finally, I have to make an observation to end this section. Many times, I have been 

made the following observation: "Well... Anyway... Let's see... But won't you deny that 

there could have been some real historical figure, and whose data have been lost, from 

whom the writers of the gospels could have been inspired?”. Of course, I am not going to 

deny this sterile exercise of the imagination, everyone is free to fantasize subjectively as 

they please; but this, far from the field of scientific hypotheses (which have to be 

verified) and very far also from theological belief, is simply a useless conjecture that 

leads nowhere. A conjecture that has the same value, within textual criticism, as 

wondering if within El ingenioso hidalgo Don Quixote de la Mancha, we can discover 

the history of the House of Austria (with its peninsular misery and its imperial greatness) 

through possible historical and real characters in which Cervantes could be inspired to 

shape the Ingenious Hidalgo and the Moorish Ricote; The latter returned from the coast 

 
24 Acts of the Apostles. 2.22,32,36; 3.13; 4.10; 5.30; 25.19. etc. 
25 Justin Martyr. 1 Apología. 13. 
26 I Council of Nicaea, in the year 325. I Council of Constantinople in 381. Roman Synod of 382. And Council of 
Ephesus in 431. The Church permanently recalls that Jesus Christ is the Son of God subsisting from eternity, who in 
the Incarnation assumed human nature in his unique divine person. 
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of Barbary to the beaches of Almería after the expulsion of the Moors from the Iberian 

Peninsula by King Felipe III. All very historical, as we see; but very literary in reality. 

 

 9) Another error is not seeing, or not wanting to see, that the four canonical gospels do 

not appear documented in the texts until the second half of the second century. Proof of 

this was that, despite the obscure references of Papias of Hierapolis, Justin Martyr, in the 

middle of the second century, was unaware of the Gospels as such.27 

The canonical gospels (edited and literarily finalized by the bishops in the second half 

of the second century) pose problems of the second century on the basis of apocalyptic 

texts from the end of the first century and very close to the Qumran tradition. Hence, in 

its pages are combined such heterogeneous and disparate issues as apocalyptic ideology 

and protagnosticism, (to a certain extent assimilable within a line of cultural evolution in 

time), and the rabbinic pharisaism of the beatitudes (completely unassimilable and 

refractory to previous streams). 

 

10) …Not understanding or not wanting to understand that "Jesus" and "Joshua" are the 

same name, expressed through two different signifiers. Christians in general, most 

theologians and many academic officials easily forget that the first thing that Joshua-

Jesus (the son of Nun) did before entering the Promised Land was to cross the Jordan (as 

an initiatory rite or baptism), choose twelve disciples (one from each tribe of Israel) and 

pile up twelve stones as a sign of commemoration. 

Latin and Western translators, in a very special way, have ruthlessly played with the 

original Greek terminology. And a good example is the manipulation of the name of the 

evangelical hero; although there are many more examples whose enumeration would go 

beyond the purpose of this text. 

 

 11) For the rest, the ignorance and denial by Christians, theologians and many academic 

officials of a protognostic Judeo-Christianity prior to Paul of Tarsus is inexcusable, and 

which, consequently, cannot be considered as Pauline. It is a Christianity in which there 

was no death or resurrection of Jesus Christ (there was no mystery); only descent of the 

revealer or savior to earth and return to heaven after having fulfilled his salvific mission. 

Evident examples of this non-Pauline, early Jewish "Christianity", are the Gnostic 

Gospel of Thomas (I rely on the temporality criterion established by Koester, Crossan, 

Pagels, and others)28 and the Odes of Solomon (Jack T. Sanders).29 

It is clear that the Gospel of Thomas is not a hypothesis constructed from theology and 

philology, like «Source Q»: it is a real Gnostic gospel that narrates the sayings of a 

Christ-Revealer who does not die or rise again. The Odes of Solomon, a Jewish 

apocryphal of a Gnostic character, spoke (before Paul of Tarsus and Mark) of the 

incarnation of the Son of God (Mashíaj-Christós), and there the Virgin also conceived by 

the work of the Spirit, who appeared in the form of a dove. The cross was the sacred tree 

 
27 E. Ferrer. Sacrificio… «Justino Mártir y la clave del proceso de formación de la ortodoxia». p. 739. 
28 Gospel of Thomas. In "All the Gospels". Antonio Pinero (Ed.). Madrid, 2009.pp. 440-451. 
29 Odes of Solomon. In Alejandro Díez Macho (Ed). Apocrypha of the Old Testament. Vol III. pp. 60-100. More 
comments: Vol. I. p. 208 
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on which Christ-Savior extended his arms30 (just as the Sibylline Oracles presented 

Joshua, the son of Nun (the fish)),31 while the Messiah-Christ also walked on the waters: 

"His footprints stood firm on the water, without any problem, because they were as firm 

as the tree that is truly raised."32 The Odes of Solomon spoke, in short, of a Jewish Christ-

Messiah of a Gnostic (or proto-Gnostic) character who overcame the death to which his 

persecutors led him, finally ascended to glory and also descended to hell. 

 

12) Finally, I extend the ignorance expressed in the previous point to the very 

generalized ignorance of what is known as “Intertestamental Jewish Apocrypha”33 and 

“Jewish Deuterocanonicals”34, who, together with the work of Philo of Alexandria and 

certain texts from Qumran (all this amalgamated in the vulgarized Platonism tradition), 

constitute the basis of the theologies-mythologies of Christian Gnosticism and Catholic 

Christianity of the Church. These are textual constructions based on Midrash-

Pésher methodologies that invariably rescue figures and scriptural themes to graft them 

onto the problem (apocalyptic, sapiential or protognostic) and offer answers to the 

questions and concerns of their historical moment. Thus we find the "Odes of Solomon"; 

the "Wisdom of Solomon"; the "Psalms of Solomon"; the "Syriac Apocalypse of Baruch 

(II Baruch)"; "IV Esdras"; the "Book of the Parables of Enoch (1 Enoch)"; the "Sibylline 

Oracles"; the "Assumption of Moses"; the "Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs"; the 

"Apocalypse of Moses"; the "Life of Adam and Eve"; "Joseph and Aseneth"; "Manasseh's 

Prayer"; "2 Enoch"; "3 Enoch"; "Ascension of Isaiah"; "Adam's Testament"; "Job's 

Testament"; "Testament of Moses"; "Testament of Abraham"; "Testaments of Isaac and 

Jacob"; "Testament of Solomon"; "Apocalypse of Adam"; "Apocalypse of Abraham"; 

"Apocalypse of Elijah"; "Apocalypse of Zephaniah"; "11QMelchizedek"; etc.,etc., etc. 

Of course, within all of them, I place the "Wisdom of Solomon" Jewish 

deuterocanonical text well above the others, which, within my theory of Christianity, 

constitutes the base, the textual foundation (along with the "Book of Daniel ») and the 

first cultural and historical reference to the Mashíaj-Christós of celestial and divine 

character.35 For we too often forget that early Christianity had nothing to do with the 

ecclesiastical construction of Irenaeus of Lyons and his "Judaizing" Roman bishops.36 

Primitive Christianity must be sought in marginal Jewish texts, in apocalyptic ideology, 

in proto-Gnosticism, in Pauline mysteries, in the "anti-Jewish" heresiarch Marcion, and 

in Christian Gnosticism. 

 
30 OdSl. 42.1,2. 
31 OrSib. Libro V. vv. 256-259. Translation by E. Suárez de la Torre in the edition of Díez Macho. Vol III. 265-391. 
32 OdSl. 39.7-10. 
33 Cf. Alejandro Diez Macho. Apocrypha of the Old Testament. Various Volumes. Vol. I (Madrid, 1984). Vol. II 
(Madrid, 1983). Vol. III (Madrid, 1982). Vol. IV (Madrid, 1984). Vol. V (Madrid, 1992). And Vol. VI (Madrid, 2011). 
34 The most important of them all is the Book of Wisdom or Wisdom of Solomon. The deuterocanonical books are 
texts and passages from the Old Testament considered by the Catholic Church and the Orthodox Church as 
canonical, which are not included in the Hebrew Bible. These texts and passages, many of which are originally 
written in Hebrew (although some in Greek, Aramaic, or a combination of all three), appear in the Septuagint, the 
Greek Bible dated between 280 and 30 BC. 
35 E. Ferrer. Sacrificio… «La Sabiduría de Salomón, figura base del Cristo celestial». pp. 418-422. 
36 I call the Roman bishops of the late second century "Judaizers" because the Church of that time needed an 
acceptable and workable ideology to confront the «anti-Judaism» of Marcion and the Docetism and radicalized 
Platonism of the teachers of Christian Gnosticism. 
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I conclude by emphatically affirming that he will not know the true origins of 

Christianity who does not know in depth all these Jewish Deuterocanonicals and 

Apocryphal texts. 

 

Greetings to all readers. 

© Eliseo Ferrer Latre 

 

 
 
 
____________________________________________________________ 
 
Eliseo Ferrer is the author of: 
 
 «Sacrificio y drama del Rey Sagrado. «Genealogía, antropología e historia del mito 
de Cristo)». 
 
Mito del Sacrificio del Rey Sagrado 
 
Libro: Sacrificio y drama del Rey Sagrado 
 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

https://www.eliseoferrer.com/wp-content/uploads/Eliseo-Ferrer_Sacrificio_y_drama_del_Rey_Sagrado.pdf
https://www.eliseoferrer.com/wp-content/uploads/Eliseo-Ferrer_Sacrificio_y_drama_del_Rey_Sagrado.pdf
https://www.sacrificiodelreysagrado.com/
https://sites.google.com/view/sacrificioydramadelreysagrado
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